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IPadOS 13
All quoted material shamelessly excerpted from:

Josh Centers. “Take Control of iOS 13 and iPadOS 13 (1.1.1).” Apple Books. 

These are only the new features found for the iPad in iPadOS 13. For a complete list of fea-
tures that come with iOS 13, please get the book.

Safari

“iPadOS 13 brings desktop-class Safari to the iPad, which means that web apps like Google 
Docs, Netflix, Squarespace, and YouTube now work in it.”

The image on the left is from iPad Safari. The image on the right is from Mac Safari. Notice 

that there is a difference in the fonts used, but the overall appearance is the same - except 
for the header in Safari.

Does this mean we really don’t need the YouTube app on the iPad now?

Split Screen

“You can now see two views from the same app in 
Split Screen mode, assuming the developer sup-
ports that feature. For example, drag a link out of 
Safari or a note out of Notes to the side of the 
screen to open Split Screen. Also, Split Screen now 
defaults to a 50/50 split between app views.”
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Slide Over

“You can now store several app windows in Slide 
Over and quickly switch between them by swip-
ing”

App Exposé

“Apps can now have windows open in multiple 
spaces. For instance, you could have one space 
with full-screen Safari and another with a split be-
tween Safari and Maps. Tap an app’s Dock icon to 
see all the spaces that app is being displayed in.”

Home Screen

(See cover photo) “iPadOS can display many more app icons on the Home screen than be-
fore, and you can display Today View alongside your first Home screen’s app icons. Today 
View widgets “can be pinned so they’re always available on screen.

”In iPadOS, you can pin the Today View on the Home screen so that you don’t have to 
swipe to bring it up.

““To pin Today View to the Home screen, go to edit the widgets in Today View and flip the 
Keep on Home Screen switch.

“You can choose two widgets to always keep at the top of Today View by dragging them to 
Pinned Favorites. To see the other widgets in Today View, swipe up on Today View to scroll 
down.”
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Apple Pencil

“Apple has cut the Pencil’s latency down to as low as 9 milliseconds—about half of what it 
used to be, making it smoother and more responsive. iPadOS offers a redesigned Pencil 
palette, lets you take screenshots with the Pencil, and features a new pixel eraser tool.”

Keyboard

Pinch the iPad keyboard to shrink it down to an 
iPhone-sized keyboard, or touch and hold on the 
Hide Keyboard key, then tap Floating. This is 
called the QuickType keyboard that can be 
dragged anywhere on the screen and operated 
with one hand. You can swipe between letters to 
type on the QuickType keyboard, a feature Apple 
calls QuickPath.

Sidecar

“macOS 10.15 Catalina lets you use an 
iPad running iPadOS as an external 
display to either mirror or extend your 
Mac’s desktop. You can even use an 
Apple Pencil to draw on the Mac’s 
screen through the iPad, sketch on the 
iPad and bring it to the Mac in a fea-
ture called Continuity Sketch, and 
many third-party Mac apps will offer 
special Apple Pencil support, like Adobe Illustrator, Affinity Photo, Final Cut Pro (natch!), 
and Sketch.”
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Peek and Pop

“These features are no longer exclusive to 3D 
Touch and can be activated with a touch and hold. 
Try touching and holding on everything to see 
what happens!”

Drag and Drop

Just like on the Mac, you can drag and drop anything from any supported app to any other 
compatible app. Be sure to have both apps visible either in Split Screen mode or Slide Over.

If only one app is active, dragging the item to the edge of the screen activates another in-
stance of the app in either Split Screen or Slide Over, depending on how you maneuver the 
new window when it pops up.

Picture-in-Picture

Watch a video while you work with Pages or oth-
er apps using Picture-in-Picture.

To activate PiP while watching a video (TV, Face-
Time, etc.), switch away from the app and PiP 
kicks in automatically. In some apps, you can or 
should tap the PiP button in the video player.

You can drag the PiP window to other positions 
on the screen. If you just want to listen to the au-
dio portion of the video, swipe the PiP window 
off to the left or right edge of the screen. The PiP window is replaced with a small handle. 
Drag the handle back into the display to retrieve the PiP window.
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Keyboarding

“The iPad’s large screen size affords 
some special keyboard features that 
wouldn’t make sense on an iPhone.”

Special Characters on Keyboard

Flicking or pulling down on any key selects the small character displayed above the big 
keyboard character.

Note that there are special icons in the upper left of the keyboard for Undo, Redo, Cut, 
Copy, and Paste. Cut and Copy icons are only shown when some text is highlighted.

When working in a field that wants your name, address, and phone, There is an AutoFill 
Contact button.

If you have an external Bluetooth keyboard attached, all the familiar hotkeys work.

Dictation also works to enter data into fields.

Split Keyboard

Holding the iPad in two hands and typing with your thumbs is 
facilitated by splitting the keyboard. Touch and hold the Hide 
Keyboard key, then tap Split. Alternatively, touch and hold the 
Hide Keyboard key and immediately drag it up. To put the key-
board back together, touch and hold the Hide Keyboard key and 
tap Merge or Dock and Merge.

Instant Notes with Apple Pencil

Using an Apple Pencil, wake the iPad and tap the tip of the pencil on the lock screen to cre-
ate an instant note. The pencil must be held perpendicular to the iPad surface.
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